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Book Descriptions:
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Virtual Consultations may also be available, talk to your local Dominator Dealer to find out more.
Our Easy 5 Step Process Dominator Inspiration Gallery Our Easy 5 Step Process Dominator
Inspiration Gallery By continuing to use our website you are agreeing to our Privacy Policy. If you
have a question that isnt answered below, please feel free to contact us. To programme your garage
door remote, please follow the instructions below To use the manual release on your opener, please
watch our instructional video here. The Dominator GDO range contains an autoreverse function.
This means if your garage door comes into contact with something when it is opening or closing, it
automatically stops. You can also fit safety infrared beams to your garage opener. If the safety beam
is broken either by a child, pet or vehicle whilst the door is closing, the door will stop and reverse
without making any contact with the obstruction. How can I access my garage without a remote
control. When you install a Dominator Entry Keypad to your automatic garage door, your entire
family can easily gain access using their pin number. An entry keypad is especially handy if you are
popping out for a run and dont want to carry any keys with you or risk one of your children losing
the spare remote. If mains power isnt available to your garage door, you can use our SmartSolar
Charging Option. Where can I download your free SmartPhone Control Kit App. Our Smart Phone
Control Kit is easy to operate using our app and is freely available as an optional accessory for all
new residential Dominator garage door openers. Download the iOS app here. Download the Andriod
app here. Message received. Discover everything Scribd has to offer, including books and
audiobooks from major publishers. Start Free Trial Cancel anytime. Report this Document Download
Now Save Save Dominator Garage Door Opener GDO 7v2 User Manual
v.http://amrithaayurvedhospital.com/userfiles/8051-microcontrollers-hardware-manual.xml

dominator garage door opener installation manual, dominator garage door opener
installation manual, dominator garage door opener installation manual parts,
dominator garage door opener installation manual pdf, dominator garage door
opener installation manual download, dominator garage door opener installation
manual instructions.

For Later 0 ratings 0% found this document useful 0 votes 272 views 32 pages Dominator Garage
Door Opener GDO 7v2 User Manual v1 11 Uploaded by eric Description Dominator Garage Door
Opener GDO 7v2 User Manual Full description Save Save Dominator Garage Door Opener GDO 7v2
User Manual v. For Later 0% 0% found this document useful, Mark this document as useful 0% 0%
found this document not useful, Mark this document as not useful Embed Share Print Download Now
Jump to Page You are on page 1 of 32 Search inside document Browse Books Site Directory Site
Language English Change Language English Change Language. For more information go to
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov In an ongoing commitment to product quality we reserve the right to
change specifications without notice. Below are our most frequently asked questions. If your
question is not below, please feel free to contact us. Please feel free to contact us. A garage door is
the largest moving object in your home and because of the large number of small parts; its
installation is highly technical. Connecting the springs can be particularly dangerous and proper
installation is critical to the performance of your door. One of the other services a professional
installer can provide is the disposal of your old door, if you are replacing a door. Professional
installers can typically install a door in a few hours and are careful to make sure safety requirements
are met. Installations by most homeowners typically span several days and cause much frustration.
In addition, incorrect installation can void certain warranties, so we recommend a professional
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handle the job for you. Will my Dominator dealer take care of that Discuss this with our salesperson
when you get your estimate on your new door. We can make any width in between, in five millimetre
increments. Note not all models available in all sizes Newer electric openers function as the lock,
making it unlikely that an intruder would be able to lift your door from the
outside.http://eagleexpressegypt.com/userfiles/8051-microcontroller-reference-manual.xml

If you have an older opener, check to see if your door can be lifted from the outside. We do not
recommend that you install a lock with an opener, because someone accidentally may try to
automatically open the door when it is physically locked, possibly causing damage. You should
consider a lock if you do not intend to have an automatic opener. Operate the door manually in order
to determine how easy it is to open. Remember that an electric garage door opener is only meant to
work as a substitute for human strength. You must therefore avoid placing any unnecessary strain
on it. If the door is hard to open when operated manually, get in touch with a Dominator Dealer. This
sort of problem may result from a decompressed spring, a warped track, or a loose cable. If so
equipped, it is a good idea to check the photoelectric protection system as well to make sure it is
working properly. Please feel free to contact us. He has also edited and written multiple articles and
books on the topic. If none of the following fixes seem to correct the problem, you will need to
consult the owners manual or contact a professional. Begin by checking the outlet where the door
opener is plugged in, and make sure the cord is plugged in all the way. Its also possible that the
circuit breaker, fuse, or GFCI outlet powering the door opener circuit has tripped or burned out. If
you find that other lights or electrical circuits in the garage arent operating, this is the likely cause,
and youll need to reset the breaker or GFCI or replace the burnedout fuse. If the circuit breaker or
GFCI is tripping repeatedly, its a sign that there is a short circuit somewhere in the system—possibly
even the garage door opener itself. Finally, its possible the garage door openers motor has burned
out and isnt operating at all. This is a problem that will require you or a service person to replace it.
Its possible you are out of range of the antenna inside the garage.

Modern garage door openers are essentially small radios that operate at about 315mH, and a few
feet of extra distance can affect the signal. Make sure that the antenna on the motor unit is hanging
downward and is not damaged in any way. If the door functions fine with the hardwired wall switch,
its likely the battery needs replacing in the remote control or keypad. Reprogram the remote control
or keypad. The sensitive electronics in the remote control or keypad can sometimes lose its
programming and may need to be reset. Each garage door opener has a slightly different method of
reprogramming, so consult the instructions or look online for information on how this is done for
your particular opener. Your garage door has setlimit switches that instruct the motor when to stop
running—both when it is opening, and when it is closing. If the closelimit switch is set wrong, it may
prevent the door from closing It can also cause the opener to reverse or pull back up when you
attempt to close it.Adjusting the limit switch will stop your garage door from behaving
erratically.Near the bottom of the door track on both sides are electronic eyes that require a clear
line of view between them. If the sightlines are clear between the eyes, the door will close smoothly
all the way to the floor. However, if anything is blocking the sightline, or if the brackets holding the
electronic eyes are out of alignment, the door will fail to descend all the way. In most cases, the door
will stop or reverse, and lights will flash to tell you there is a problem.Sometimes, leaves or debris
can block the sensors; it if happens frequently, it might be that vibrations from the door in the tracks
are loosening the brackets holding the sensors and must be realigned.Replacing damaged rollers or
lubricating them with silicone lubricant can correct this problem. Sometimes the tracks themselves
may shift or get bent, which can also cause the problem.
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When the door reverses before it even hits the floor, this is often because the closeforce setting
needs adjustment. The friction of the door rollers within the tracks is fooling the door opener into
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thinking the door has reached the floor, and the opener needs to be adjusted for less sensitivity.
Damaged or rusted rollers can also create extra friction, fooling the door opener into stopping
prematurely. Make sure the rollers are in good shape and well lubricated to prevent this problem.
Adjust the closelimit adjustment screw on the door opener motor in small increments until the door
stops upon touching the floor. This switch is usually a simply touchlever mounted on the end of the
track near the motor unit, and if it is too far away, the motor will stop the door before it fully opens.
The solution is to move the switch closer to the motor unit. This is a somewhat rare problem, and
will usually show itself immediately after a new garage door opener is installed. Balky or damaged
rollers can also cause the door to stop short of fully opening. Inspect and replace damaged rollers,
and lubricate rusty ones. If this happens, look for a screw on the motor unit to adjust the sensitivity
of the opener. Especially in winter, when rollers sometimes get stiff, the door opener might be
refuse to open. Lubricating rollers can also help with this problem. Methods for adjusting sensitivity
vary; so consult the owners manual for directions. It is rare for this problem to suddenly appear; if it
happens at all, it will usually be noticed when you first install the garage door opener. I googled to
find a local supplier and up popped Garage Door Restore. I ordered the remotes on Monday and they
arrived on Tuesday. The ordering process was simple and easy BUT that was nothing compared to
how easy it was to program the new remotes. They look really classy and are very sturdy. I
programmed them in 10 seconds.

I am so happy with this company, both with their outstanding service and the excellent quality of the
product they supplied AND what a fantastic price. Highly recommend Garage Door Restore. “ “2
new remotes arrived today. Great service, fantastic price and excellent product. Cannot recommend
you guys highly enough.” FREE POSTAGE AUSTRALIA WIDE ON ALL REMOTE CONTROLS 12
MONTH WARRANTY WILL NOT DELETE YOUR EXISTING REMOTE CONTROLS ALL REMOTE
CONTROLS COME WITH SIMPLE INSTRUCTIONS “ I recently ordered 2 new gara ge remotes from
Garage Door Restore having undergone weeks of ignoring the fact that we only had one working r
emote. I googled to find a local supplier and up popped Garage Door Restore. I ordered the remotes
on Monday and they arrived on Tuesday. The ordering process was simple and easy BUT that was
nothing compared to how easy it was to program the new remotes. They look really classy and are
very sturdy. I programmed them in 10 seconds. I am so happy with this company, both with their
outstandin service and the excellent quality of the product they supplied AND what a fantastic price.
All remote controls include easy to follow programming instructions and are posted on the same or
next day. Related Products Thank you Dan and the team for your professionalism. My one stop shop
whenever I have a.They go out promptly, are friendly with the tenants, and I have found them to be a
lot cheaper than other companies. Cant recommend them highly enough read more We opted to
replace the.Garage Door Restore were very reasonably priced, and had the new panels installed in
less than 2 weeks. The installer was very efficient and the new door looks magnificent. I cannot
recommend Garage Door Restore Highly enough. read more And knowledge of staff is amazing too.
New roller door operator fitted on a very old door without any issues.. Prompt, friendly service.
Thank you!

read more Dont try buying cheap remotes read more I had my garage door serviced two months ago
by this company and it has.I had another technician check the door who said this company had done
a poor job. I asked them to come and fix the door but they declined. Look for another company if you
don’t want trouble. read more Very friendly. Professional. The technician name was Rasi. Highly
recommended. The motor. is very quiet compare to original and comes with 7 years warranty. Belt
driven able to lift the door with ease. Came with 2 remotes and a fix home button. read more Would
definitely recommend to family,.You will not be disappointed! read more Daniel gave us a very
competitive quote and is.I was not on site when the door was fitted, but was over the moon with the
transformation when I got home. Would highly recommend this company to family and friends. read



more Proudly Powered By garagedoorrestore.com.au Privacy Policy. If you dont have an account you
can register now.Click the button below to join them.You can download the latest headlines and
summaries from our stories directly. No matter if you have a roller garage door, a sectional door or
an industrial door you can rest assured we only supply and fit the very best quality openers
available. Essential Garage Door Opener Functions. We have a range of door openers available,
some for residential, some for commercial. There are a range of functions and models available,
please feel free to browse each models page and choose the garage door opener that is perfect to
make your garage doorless like a door, more like a lifestyle accessory.You can rest assured with
these odds that only your transmitters will open your garage door. We have a range of accessories
available for our domestic openers. These includeWe also supply and fit a range of door openers for
industrial properties. The features includeWe will endeavour to respond as soon as possible.

Our installation teams have experience dating back to the very first automation systems introduced
into SA in the early 1980’s making it possible for us to repair most makes of Garage and gate
motors. We have had our own garage motors manufactured and they are available with battery
backup which has become ever so popular after the power outages which effected most areas in
South Africa. We also stock the ET range of gate motors and remotes which are extremely efficient
and well priced for the SA market. We also design and manufacture sliding gates, burglar bars and
other steelwork products which are galvanized and installed to our client’s specifications. Our
knowledgeable staff allow clients to look through possible design’s and colors to suit their
properties. We also stock replacement remotes and receivers which are available to the public at
wholesale prices. Clients are welcome to bring their old automative products which we will quote on
repairing at no charge. We are small enough to give fast, efficient service and big enough to give our
clients the security of knowing their automation needs are in good hands. This becomes necessary
when there is a power failure or, for some reason, you lose your remote. The bypass disconnects the
door from the powered carriage, but it stays on the track. Once you disconnect it, you can then lift it
manually. When the power comes back on or you locate your lost remote, you can lock the bypass
and use the door normally again. Place a ladder under the chain that operates the garage door.
Locate a red cord hanging from a bracket on the chain. These cords are almost always red, but if
there is only one cord and its not red, its probably the right one. The cord will have a plastic red
knob on the end. Most often, the cord is located close to the door. Jerk on the cord using the knob.
The cord is hooked onto a small lever. The lever may be tilted at a 15degree angle or pointing
straight down.

You will feel that the lever is springloaded; pull the cord until the lever locks in the down position.
Step down from the ladder. Grab the door with both hands and lift it. If the door will not budge, pull
the cord harder until it locks open. If the door is too heavy for you to lift, dont hurt yourself. Get an
assistant to help you lift it. Do not let go of the door once its off the ground. It is free on the track
and it will fall if you let go. Prop the door open using a twobyfour or have someone hold the door
open for you while you drive your car in or out. When youre finished with the door, ease it down by
hand. Pull down on the cord hard to lock it in place again after the power comes back on or you find
your remote. Pull on the cord and watch as the bracket slips back into the chain bracket, locking the
door into the powered carriage. Try the remote. If the door wont open, but the chain is moving, pull
on the chain again until the bracket locks. Test and pull the cord again if necessary to lock it. Tip
Keep the rollers and chain lubricated on your garage door. It makes the door operate quiet, and
makes the chain and all moving parts last longer because they operate with less friction. Keep your
owners manual on hand. Consult it first before tinkering with your door. Warning Never pull the
bypass cord if the door is stuck in the open position. The door will come crashing down with enough
force to damage anything that gets in its way. Things Needed Ladder Warnings Never pull the
bypass cord if the door is stuck in the open position. The door will come crashing down with enough
force to damage anything that gets in its way. Tips Keep the rollers and chain lubricated on your



garage door. It makes the door operate quiet, and makes the chain and all moving parts last longer
because they operate with less friction. Keep your owners manual on hand. Consult it first before
tinkering with your door.

References Genie Door Garage Door Troubleshooting About the Author Specializing in hardwood
furniture, trim carpentry, cabinets, home improvement and architectural millwork, Wade Shaddy has
worked in homebuilding since 1972. Shaddy has also worked as a newspaper reporter and writer,
and as a contributing writer for Bicycling Magazine. Shaddy began publishing in various magazines
in 1992, and published a novel, “Dark Canyon,” in 2008.
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